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Press Release 
 

 

System solutions with LPG 

 
 
GoGaS and Drachen-Propangas announce international cooperation. 
 
GoGaS (www.gogas.com) and Drachen-Propangas (DrachenGas, www.drachengas.com) 
announce cooperation on holistic system solutions for liquefied petroleum gas applications. 
GoGaS has been a leading provider and innovator of holistic system solutions for the efficient 
and sustainable operation of non-residential properties since 1946. For more than 60 years, 
DrachenGas has been one of the leading suppliers of liquefied gas systems with tailor-made 
solutions for all areas of use and applications. 
 
With the now announced cooperation, both companies strengthen their position and 
pioneering role, generating numerous benefits for users in several respects.  
 
This saves the user time and money and accelerates all processes from the idea through 
implementation to acceptance and reliable economic operation and service. 
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• GoGaS and DrachenGas complement each other in the accelerated and 
synchronized processing of inquiries, as well as the preparation of project planning 
documents incl. plans and drawings, installation and time schedules 

• Reduction of interfaces and coordination efforts for the customer 
• Faster implementation and processing on site, solutions from a single source 
• Faster commissioning of the systems 

 
The sustainable and energy-efficient portfolio of GoGaS is used in the planning of building 
services engineering (TGA). Whether heating, cooling, air conditioning or ventilating, the 
building blocks from the GoGaS portfolio can be combined with each other in a modular way 
and interlock with each other. In this way, the systems can be designed to meet the 
respective requirements of the customer and optimum, sustainable operation. 
 
The mutual integration offers both partners the opportunity to provide the customer with 
complete turnkey solutions from a single source. The implementation and processing can be 
carried out by both partners as desired. The customer decides. 
 
More efficiency and time savings for the customer, better ROI 
 
Thanks to the synergies of this international cooperation, not only can overall costs be reduced. 
Synchronized workflows reduce the overall time required from the idea to realization. Drawings, 
plans and installation documents can be produced more quickly, and coordination between 
partners and customers is simpler and more efficient. Plants go into operation faster. The 
customer saves on planning and investment and can use the buildings sooner. The overall result 
is reflected in an improved return on investment (ROI). 
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This is GoGaS 

 
Established in 1946, GoGaS has become a key innovation and technology partner to many 
customers and Who is Who in their industries, providing sustainable, environment friendly and 
innovative turnkey solutions for buildings, manufacturing process up to CO2 neutral 
operation.The unique portfolio includes a wide range of modular system and turnkey solutions 
such as IR, UV, UV-C, Aircondition, Heating, Cooling, Ventilation, Solar Systems and others for 
stationary, mobile and portable in- and outdoor applications. The company is active in several 
standardization committees, defining the next generation of technology standards such as 
TGA+. 

GoGaS is a stakeholder in leading trade associations and initiatives, e.g. the German Engineering 
Association e.V. (VDMA), figawa, Export Initiative Energy, ELVHIS. (VDMA), figawa, Export 
Initiative Energy, ELVHIS. As an active partner of the Sustainability Initiative "Blue Competence", 
GoGaS is also driving the future of environment friendly and energy efficient planning, building 
and operating of B2B buildings, thus optimizing its CO2 footprint and maintaining the highest 
possible asset valuation, ROI and TCO for investors, owners, operators and tenants at the same 
time. The company is also involved in key research programs of the EU and industrial technology 
partners. GoGaS provides its customers with turnkey solutions, reducing the number of 
interfaces, eliminating delays in the Supply Chain and project execution and provides a lifetime 
warranty and support service. 
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